Astronomical observations are increasingly limited by light pollution, which is a product of the over-illumination of the night sky. To predict both the angular distribution of scattered light and the ground-reaching radiative fluxes, a set of models has been introduced in recent decades. Two distinct numerical tools, MSNsR Au and ILLUMINA, are compared in this paper, with the aim of identifying their strengths and weaknesses. The numerical experiment comprises the simulation of spectral radiances in the region of the Canary Islands. In particular, the light fields near the Roque de los Muchachos and Teide observatories are computed under various turbidity conditions. It is shown that ILLUMINA has enhanced accuracy at low elevation angles. However, ILLUMINA is time-consuming because of the two scattering orders incorporated into the calculation scheme. Under low-turbidity conditions and for zenith angles smaller than 70
usually difficult to determine the range of applicability of the various algorithms. In this targeted study we compare two solution techniques: the first one is based on an enhanced single-scattering approach originally introduced by Kocifaj (2007) , and the second one implements an accurate radiative transfer model that accounts explicitly for two scattering orders (Aubé et al. 2005) . The numerical experiments comprise the modelling of spectral sky radiances at two observatories in the region of the Canary Islands. Based on our results, the strengths, weaknesses and limits of the two methods are discussed.
E X P E R I M E N TA L C O N T E X T

Model feature summary
MSNsR Au model
The Earth's atmosphere is a turbid anisotropically scattering medium in which optical properties may alter quickly with meteorological situation. Solution of the radiative transfer in such a system may be complex if its geometry and degree of anisotropy are not constrained. In addition, multiple scattering needs to be considered when the atmospheric environment becomes optically thick. This makes the determination of the radiative field difficult. However, if the optical thickness is low, a simple method of successive orders of scattering can be applied to simulate the spectral radiances (Wendisch & von Hoyningen-Huene 1991; Suzuki, Nakajima & Tanaka 2007) . Because of the low eigenvalues, the convergence of this method is fast (Van de Hulst 1980) . The solution concept typically assumes a plane-parallel horizontally homogeneous and vertically stratified atmosphere. Because the astronomical measurements are almost entirely made under cloudless conditions, the method of successive orders is ideally suited for modelling light-pollution effects. The contribution of higher scattering orders to the total signal strongly decays as the optical thickness approaches zero. This fact is highly relevant for modelling purposes. For instance, it has been shown in Kocifaj & Lukáč (1998) that two or three scattering orders are a satisfactorily accurate approximation for the computation of downward spectral sky radiances during daytime. As for the upward radiances, one can often confine them to the single-scattering approach (see figs 1c, d and 2 in Kocifaj & Lukáč 1998) . Analogously to these findings and assuming that many observatories are situated at elevated altitudes, the theoretical solution for night-sky radiances is customarily formulated in terms of single scattering (see, for example, Joseph et al. 1991; Cinzano 2000; Barducci et al. 2003; Kocifaj 2007) .
The model MSNsR Au used in this study is an extension to the previous one (Kocifaj 2007 (Kocifaj , 2008 . It accepts the heterogeneity of ground-based light sources as well as a vertically stratified atmosphere composed of various scatterers and absorbers, each characterized by specific altitude-dependent volume scattering and absorption coefficients. Any ground-based planar light source -such as a town or district -is built of many single pixels whose sizes are chosen in accordance with accuracy requirements. Basically, there is no limitation on the number of cities and pixels except for the physical memory of the computing facility. Every pixel can be characterized by its geometrical position with respect to the observer, the total spectral radiant flux emitted to the upper hemisphere, and spectral radiance as a function of zenith angle. These functions are provided for discrete wavelengths, thus simulating the weighted spectrum of all light sources (lamps) in a given pixel. Even if the professional astronomical devices (radiometers/photometers) are equipped with specific narrow-band filters, the measured signals are, in principle, polychromatic and can therefore be theoretically modelled as a product of the energetic quantity and transmission curve of the filter integrated over a dedicated spectral interval. If the filter hypothetically fits a human system of visual perception for scotopic vision, the visual characteristics (such as luminance or luminous fluxes) can be obtained. The theoretical model presented here makes such computations possible.
The optical properties of the atmosphere can be either inserted as a data-function or simulated using prescribed functions. In our numerical tests we have assumed a model atmosphere with exponentially profiled air density and aerosol particles. For both molecular and aerosol environments we can define so-called scaleheights that characterize the rate of decrease of the corresponding optical thicknesses with vertical coordinate. The aerosol scaleheight is about 1.7 km, while a value of 8 km is considered for air molecules. The scattering phase function of an elementary volume of the molecular-aerosol atmosphere is computed as the weighted contribution of both constituents; here the molecular scattering is simulated in accordance with Rayleigh theory, and aerosol scattering is approximated by the Henyey-Greenstein (HG) function (Braak et al. 2001) . Note that aerosol particles typically have non-spherical shapes (Shimizu et al. 2004; Rajeev et al. 2010) . The applicability of conventional Mie theory for such particles seems to be unattractive or at least questionable (Kahnert, Nousiainen & Räisänen 2007) . In light of these facts, the HG approximation can significantly help to overcome the complexity in determining the scattering features of statistically large ensembles of irregular particles. Fu et al. (2009) have shown that in the backscatter zone the HG function is systematically smaller than the spheroidal scattering phase function, but the ideal spherical targets fare even worse at simulating the backscatter efficiency. Note that increased backscatter efficiency for ideally spherical particles occurs owing to constructive interference effects. HG function shows a plateau in the backscatter region that mimics quite well the phase function for polydisperse systems of randomly oriented irregularly shaped particles (Horvath et al. 2006; Bi et al. 2010) .
Although the observatories are situated mostly in mountains, many of them are located in rugged terrain with complex orography and are thus surrounded by hills. Thus the measurements can scarcely be made along the whole horizon. Rather than being unobstructed, some elevation angles and azimuthal directions are constantly masked. Determination of the radiances towards dark barriers is usually a difficult task that requires an incorporation of multiple scattering effects into the radiative transfer model and also of the 3D geometry of the neighboring terrain. To overcome these complexities, we have implemented an empirical model built from observational data collected in Stará Lesná -a mountain territory of Slovakia. These data suggest that the brightness of a barrier (a hill) decreases with increasing angular distance from the barrier edges. In other words, the deeper into a barrier a photometer sees, the lower the intensity that is detected. Such empirical data have been translated into a model of relative radiances that are functions of the angular sizes of the barriers, the elevation angle , and the average radiance along the horizontal circle with elevation angle .
Illumina model
The second radiative transfer model used for this study is called IL-LUMINA (Aubé et al. 2005; Aubé 2007 ). This model is distributed under Gnu Public License and is downloadable from Google Code (WWW1 2011). ILLUMINA computes explicit first-and secondorder scattering of light along with extinction from aerosols and molecules for every computed light-path. Second-order scattering may have a significant impact on sky radiance, especially when the observer is far from cities. Aubé (2007) found for a specific case that the second-order relative contribution rises with distance from city limits and may contribute up to 66 per cent of the total zenith radiance for remote sites. This phenomenon may be understood by the fact that the first-scattering dome of light acts as a large source for the second scattering process, and thus its distance decreasing function is less steep when compared with point-like sources. The model scheme is similar to ray-tracing software: a set of photons is thrown from luminaires inside each grid cell, and interactions with the ground, molecules and aerosols are computed along the lightpath towards a simulated observer for a given voxel intersecting a viewing angle (zenith and azimuth angles). This numerical approach is consuming of CPU time when second-order scattering is computed, even if some random selection of photon paths is made in that latter process. The vertical profile of atmospheric constituents is taken into account with 50 prescribed vertical levels from the lowest altitude of the modelling domain to 30 km above, so that we can account for about 99 per cent of the atmosphere. The vertical scale is logarithmic to compute more accurately low-altitude cells where atmospheric concentration and light intensity are higher. We assume exponential vertical profiles for aerosol and molecular concentrations. A scaleheight of 2 km is assumed for aerosol, while 8 km is adopted for molecules.
ILLUMINA computes the optical impact of the size distribution and composition of aerosol content using Mie theory for spherical particles. A Mie FORTRAN code originally developed by Evans (1988) and successively modified by N. T. O'Neill and M. Aubé has been used for these computations. We use the complex refractive index and bi-modal lognormal size distributions suggested by Shettle & Fenn (1979) . The aerosol composition may be changed according to the particularity of the modelling experiment in terms of geography or to account for special events such as important biomass burning or Saharan sand storms. ILLUMINA is a regional model, and thus the typical domain size should be of the order of a few hundreds of kilometres. We assume a plane-parallel atmosphere. Typical horizontal cell resolution ranges from 100 m to 1 km. We account for real lamp zenithal photometry, assuming isotropy in azimuth angle. This is realistic as long as many light fixtures with various azimuthal orientations fall in a grid cell. Lamp luminosity, angular photometric functions (hereafter called light-output pattern, or LOP), ground albedo, ground altitude and ground tilt, and lamp height relative to the ground are defined locally for each grid cell. Reflection on the ground is assumed to be Lambertian. Computation of shadowing effects occurring from masking by ground elevation is included, and we also make a crude correction for subgrid masking by smaller obstacles such as trees and buildings. This latter feature considers the average distance between obstacles and their average height. Luginbuhl et al. (2009) showed the importance of considering small-obstacle blocking for its effect at large zenith angles and for observing sites located far from city lights. To perform a modelling experiment for a given spectral line, we have to feed the model with relevant gridded data sets of (i) light luminosity and LOP at that wavelength, (ii) lamp height, (iii) digital elevation model (DEM), and (iv) ground spectral albedo at the same wavelength. The model requires aerosol optical depth (AOD), aerosol scattering and absorption cross-sections, and the scattering phase function at the same wavelength. A correction is made to the atmospheric concentration from knowledge of ground-level atmospheric pressure.
In situ sky radiance measurements
Model calibration data
This modelling study follows an intensive sky radiance measurement campaign conducted by M. Aubé from 2010 February to April across the islands of Tenerife and La Palma (Spain). The measurements focused on Observatorio del Teide (OT, 28.300492 • N, 16.512302
• W, 2379 m) and Observatorio del Roque de los Muchachos (ORM, 28.76224 • N, 17.891895
• W, 2180 m), both part of the Northern European Observatories. We aimed to obtain a relatively good angular sampling of the spectral sky radiance levels for these sites. Measurements were made all over the horizontal circles at z = 0
• , 45
• and 70
• . Some of those data were used as tie-down points to calibrate the light-fixture luminosity inventory, which is an important input for our models. For that calibration, we selected radiances showing higher signal-to-noise ratios, which are the data acquired at z = 70
• . This post-calibration process is necessary because the DMSP-OLS data used to generate the light-fixture inventory are relative radiances but our model needs absolute lamp luminosity in watts as input. A calibration constant was then found for each wavelength used in this study in such a way that the ILLUMINA model output fit z = 70
• measurements at OT. Basically, we ran the ILLUMINA model, which was assumed more accurate than MSNsR Au , and then estimated the calibration constant for each key wavelength by taking the ratio of the equivalent in situ measurement over the model result. Table 1 summarizes the resulting calibration coefficients (R λ ).
The instrument used to abtain observations is the third version of the Spectrometer for Aerosol Night Detection (SAND-3). SAND-3 is a CCD-based long-slit grating spectrometer. The spectrometer is sensitive to the visible and near-infrared from 400 to 760 nm with a spectral resolution of 2 nm. The spectrometer has a field of view (FOV) of 2.374
• × 0.082
• . SAND-3 is robotized so that it can operate on its own with minimal human intervention. SAND has been used successfully for about 4 years to characterize light pollution at many astronomical sites across North America [e.g. Palomar, Kitt Peak National Observatory (KPNO), Fred Lawrence Whipple Observatory (FLWO), US Naval Observatory (USNO), Lowell and Mégantic].
The SAND-3 spectrometer has been photometrically intercalibrated with the AErosol RObotic NETwork (AERONET, Holben et al. 2001 ) CIMEL sun-photometer of Izaña (next to Observatorio del Teide), which is the calibration reference for NASA's AERONET network. We used the principal plane radiances product and made simultaneous radiance measurements at zenith during daytime. A second-order polynomial was fitted on the SAND-3 versus AERONET data, and that polynomial was applied to all spectra to convert numerical counts into radiances (W m −2 sr −1 nm −1 ). Prior to that, the instrument was spectrally calibrated using a linear fit of 16 spectral lines from 400 to 760 nm identified on a fluocompact light-bulb spectrum. For each night, we revalidated the offset of the spectral relationship using the 557.7-nm line, originating from the recombination of oxygen in the upper atmosphere, to reduce possible calibration shift.
Choice of key wavelengths
We chose a set of five spectral lines (see Table 1 and Fig. 1 ). This choice was made such that the lines are: (i) easy to distinguish from the stellar background pseudo-continuum, (ii) not contaminated by atmospheric natural lines or major Fraunhofer lines, (iii) weakly affected by atmospheric absorption, and (iv) sufficiently narrow so that their shape is independent of lamp manufacturer and lamp age. The resultant choice is given in Table 1 . We excluded the NAD 589-nm line because it is embedded in the peak of the large highpressure socium (HPS) feature spanning 600 nm. That line is also near to an atmospheric water vapour absorption band according to the MODTRAN model simulation (Berk et al. 1999 ) made for a typical mid-latitude summer atmosphere with rural aerosol [visibility of 23 km and AOD(550 nm) = 0.325]. Finally, the NAD 589-nm line arises from atmospheric natural excitation, and so it is difficult to distinguish natural from human-emitted contributions.
Although we performed our modelling experiment for each of the five key wavelengths, we decided to focus on the results for the HPS 569-nm line in this paper.
Modelling domain
Islands make particularly ideal sites for light-pollution studies, as there is no 'background' from distant cities, and thus the light-fixture inventory remains geographically limited. The modelling domain includes the main light sources that may have a significant effect on ORM and OT sites. Initially, we roughly estimated that it was necessary to consider the island of Gran Canaria, at least for the modelling of the OT site. That island is distant but has an important lighting infrastructure.
We set the model resolution to 1 km. This resolution was chosen to correspond to the lowest-resolution gridded data set to be used, namely the DMSP-OLS night-time satellite radiances. The model boundaries were chosen to ensure a buffer region of at least 120 km between any observatory and its nearest domain limit. This buffer region aims to allow simulation of observations at high zenith angles at all azimuthal angles. The centre coordinate of the domain is latitude 28.530724
• N, longitude 17.196738
• W. The domain includes the following islands: Tenerife, La Palma, Gran Canaria, La Gomera and El Hierro (see Fig. 2 ). One particularity of the domain is that some part of it is regulated by the Ley del cielo, the Canary Islands dark sky law. This regulation restricts the installation of mercury and metal halide white lamps (Hg-Mh) on the side of Tenerife facing La Palma. There are also important restrictions for the island of La Palma itself, where even HPS lamps are only allowed in some specific sites. For these two regions, there is also a significant lighting reduction after midnight.
M E T H O D O L O G Y
Input data description and justification
Finding relevant input data for heterogeneous light-pollution modelling is not a simple task. We need much gridded information, which represents a large amount of in situ data. One efficient way to determine gridded terrestrial information over large spatial domains is to use remotely sensed satellite data. In our case we used satellite data to estimate the installed luminosity data (DMSP-OLS, Fig. 3 ), the ground albedo (NASA's Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) (Surface-Reflectance Product (MOD09A1, Vermote & Vermeulen 1999) and the topography), Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM V2, see Fig. 2 ) (Farr et al. 2007) ). For the albedo in a given key wavelength, we used the nearest MODIS band 7-d composite acquired in 2009 from February 26 0 UTC to March 06 0 UTC (Fig. 4) . The association between key wavelength and MODIS bands is shown in Table 1 . MSNsR Au considers a constant albedo value over all the modelling domain, while ILLUMINA accounts for pixel-to-pixel albedo variation. To calculate the average albedo from MODIS data, we made a weighted average of the gridded MODIS albedo with respect to the gridded installed lamp luminosity. This means that we gave larger weight to pixels with higher installed luminosity. This computation gave a mean value of ∼0.1 for the 569-nm key wavelength. Of coarse, assigning such a constant albedo for the MSNsR Au model makes no sense for ocean-surface pixels, but fortunately the reflection on the ocean surface can be neglected in this model as these pixels are at least 1 km from the nearest light fixture. For both models, we assumed Lambertian reflection. SRTM vertical resolution is 16 m in absolute value and 10 m in relative value. Data points lacking from the SRTM product were taken from the WPS service of Cartográfica de Canarias (GRAFCAN) (grafcan 2010).
LOP functions were estimated by region and determined by a linear combination of four generic lamp fixtures corresponding to four different types of application (Figs 5 and 6) . Prior to that, we averaged horizontally the IESNA photometric file for each generic lamp. Because the orientations of lamps are completely random in any pixel, the LOP function is independent of azimuthal angle. Therefore we integrated the LOP data over a horizontal circle and weighted the result by a factor of 2π. The azimuthally averaged LOP(z) were obtained in this way. The coefficients of the linear combination were estimated with the help of a local expert who had a good knowledge of the in situ light-fixture inventory. We were helped by Francesco Javier Diaz Castro, head of the Oficina Técnica para la Protección de la Calidad del Cielo (OTPCC) in the Instituto de Astrofísica de Canarias, Spain. The height of the light fixtures relative to the ground was set to a constant value of 7 m. AOD was obtained either from the NASA-GSFC AERONET sun-photometer network or from a hand-held Microtops-II sun-photometer when there was no nearby AERONET site (e.g. La Palma). Sea-level pressure was assumed to be 101.3 kPa. For ILLUMINA, the mean free path of light towards the ground and mean subgrid obstacle height were respectively set to 15 m and 10 m, which are typical of street width and building height in Canary Island cities.
Installed-light luminosity inventory
We used 2009 stable-light DMSP-OLS satellite night upward relative radiances version 4 to estimate the ground luminosity data. The DMSP-OLS data set is maintained by the Earth Observation Group of the National Geophysical Data Center (NGDC), which is a part of the US National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). OLS data are coded from 0 to 63 on a linear but relative sensitivity scale. Some pixels are saturated, and in that case the numerical value of 63 is used. Zizkin et al. (2010) made an attempt to replace saturated pixels by a combination of DMSP-OLS data acquired with three sensor gains. Photometrically calibrated data are available only for 2006, and we decided instead to use stable-lights product data from 2009. In our case study, a maximum of 138 pixels (over 6200 non-zero pixels) may be saturated. One hundred of them were located on the island of Gran Canaria, 8 on southern Tenerife and 30 in northern Tenerife. These saturated pixels lead to an underestimation of the sky radiance near the horizon towards big cities. DMSP-OLS data show some overspill out of city limits. This relies in part on the large original resolution of ∼2.7 km, which has been resampled to ∼1 km. A Lucy-Richardson spatial deconvolution filter can be used to reduce that problem (Cinzano & Elvidge 2004 ), but we decided to keep the data set in its simplest state and thus did not apply any filters to the original data. OLS uses a photomultiplier sensor during nighttime measurements. The data set is a composite, which is an average of a filtered set of measurements over a year. Data were acquired between 19h30 and 21h30 local time, so they are representative of light emitted before midnight (Table 2) . La Palma and the western part of Tenerife are included in the Canary Sky Law, which prescribes a lighting reduction after midnight (McNally 1994) . However, other zones/islands also have a modest but significant light intensity reduction after midnight. These reductions are presented in the last column of Table 3 . DMSP are in sun-synchronous polar orbits. Data with cloud contamination, moonlight, glare and auroras were removed from the calculation of the final composite. Moreover, data were filtered over time to remove non-permanent sources such as forest fires and fishing boats (stable light product). The data set is released at a resolution of 30 arcsec on a lat-lon scale. This gives a typical resolution of the order of 1 km for our modelling domain.
OTPCC have a complete and up-to-date light-fixture inventory for the island of La Palma but not for the other islands. We thus decided to use a satellite-derived lighting model over all the domain. This model was based on the use of the OLS upward radiance (at z = 0) and relies on the simplified assumption that this radiance comes from direct upward flux and from ground-reflected downward flux. In fact, variation in atmospheric extinction should be corrected but we neglected it because most light installations are in about the same range of altitude (near the coast), so that their extinction should have been almost equal. These assumptions are summarized in equation (1).
where I OLS is the relative OLS radiance, is the radiant flux or luminosity of light fixtures, and ρ is the underlying ground albedo. LOP(z) is the angular light-output pattern giving the emission per unit of solid angle at a given zenith angle z. LOP(z) is normalized so that the integral over the sphere gives 1. F up is the uplight fraction. This value is obtained from the integration of LOP(z) from z = 0 to z = π/2. In a similar way, (1 − F up ) is obtained from the integration of LOP(z) from z = π/2 to z = π.
Equation (1) can be inverted in order to give an estimate of the light-fixture luminosity or radiant flux.
where R λ is the calibration constant for the key wavelength λ obtained from the model post-calibration procedure.
With the help of our local expert Francisco Javier Diaz-Castro, we tried to simplify the lighting inventory by characterizing it from a combination of four generic LOPs with respective uplight percentages of 0, 1, 6 and 50 per cent, and the three lamp spectrums HPS, Low Pressure Sodium (LPS) and Hg-Mh. The 50 per cent uplight case accounts for commercial advertizing. The lamp spectrum to use is given by the origin of the spectral line studied. Sodium lines are attributed to HPS and mercury lines to Hg-Mh. We did not use the LPS 589-nm doublet. We distinguished two distinct combinations corresponding to two distinct periods (before and after midnight). Three different geographical zones have also been used, namely (i) La Palma, (ii) Tenerife west, and (iii) all other places. The parameters used to characterize the simplified inventory are summarized in Tables 2 and 3. The OLS before-midnight total relative luminosity derived from equation (2) was multiplied by the spectrum fraction (HPS, LPS or Hg-Mh) and 'Flux w/r to before midnight' in order to generate the relative luminosity at each spectral line for each zone and each period. So, let us give some examples of how we determined the inventory. If we want to derive the HPS 569-nm luminosity map after midnight for La Palma island, we just have to multiply the map generated from equation (2) by 10 per cent (Table 3 →line 1 →column 3) and by 50 per cent (Table 3 →line 1 →column 10). To determine the Hg-Mh 546-nm line relative luminosity before midnight in Tenerife west, we multiply the map from (2) by 5 per cent (Table 2 →line 2 →column 5) and by 100 per cent (Table 2 →line 2 →column 10).
To characterize the light emitted from different islands to the upper hemisphere, we first determined the weighted average of four basic LOPs for every discrete zenith angle, and then we integrated the resulting function over the upper hemisphere. For instance, the corresponding weights for Tenerife E are: 0.09 for commercial/advertising light sources, 0.1 for Street 1 and Street 6, and 0.5 for Street 0. Using these weights in the above-mentioned computations, we obtain the resultant uplight 0.067, namely 6.7 per cent.
The second element of the inventory was to determine a typical LOP for each geographical modelling zone and period. To determine these six different LOPs (three zones for two periods), we took the weighted average of generic lamps LOP, where the weights were given by the fraction of each lamp in that zone (column 6-9 of Table 2 or Table 3 ). The generic lamp models that were used to produce LOP are Indalux Villa (∼1 per cent uplight), Cooper Cobrahead (∼6 per cent uplight) and GE Euro-2 (∼0 per cent uplight).
R E S U LT S A N D D I S C U S S I O N
To compare two distinct light-pollution models, a common configuration of input data is usually required. However, completely identical setups are scarcely possible because different solution concepts are typically employed with different methods. In principle, we are using the same inventory of lamps and the same aerosol contents. The lamp inventory and the gridded ground topography data are incorporated into both models. The radiative pattern of a single pixel that is proportional to equation (1) is obtained by a sum of the direct uplight I d and the reflected light I r , where
and
Equation (4) can be rewritten as follows:
In numerical simulations we replaced the traditional Garstang angular model with the more realistic radiative pattern given by equations (3) and (5). To verify the effect of ground topography on sky brightness we analysed the region of Tenerife observatory in more detail. Basically, the island of Tenerife is a typical mountain case study.
Model results: similarities and differences
The main intention of this numerical study is to compare the strengths and weaknesses of the two theoretical approaches introduced in Section 2. As discussed earlier, the higher scattering orders could be neglected if spectral sky radiances are being simulated at elevated altitudes and under cloudless conditions. This is usually fulfilled if the astronomical measurements are made in mountain regions. Although both observatories we are interested in, Observatorio del Teide (OT) and Observatorio del Roque de los Muchachos (ORM), are situated at altitudes of over 2 km above sea level, the optical properties of the local atmosphere can still markedly alter. This is because both lie within a mixed layer in which the turbulence uptakes the aerosol particles actively. The aerosols distributed over the surrounding ocean become solution droplets and, if transported to higher elevations, they efficiently contribute to spatial and time changes of the radiative field. It should be noted that these particles scatter the light quite efficiently thanks to their size, as they grow during the process of rapid humidification. Thus, the applicability of the single-scattering approach for the simulation of light conditions at these observatories is at least questionable and needs to be verified. For these reasons the ILLUMINA tool is adapted to compute the radiances for both first and second scattering orders.
Basically, the radiances determined by means of ILLUMINA and MSNsR Au algorithms are of the same magnitude, and the sky patterns coincide relatively well, as documented by results for Teide observatory at the wavelength λ = 569 nm (Figs 7 and 8) . The partly increased differences for ORM observatory are evident from Figs 9 and 10. The major source of differences appears to be the light-scattering model. While the ILLUMINA tool implements the conventional Mie theory to obtain the bulk scattering phase function, the extended single-scattering approach (MSNsR Au ) accepts the HenyeyGreenstein (HG) pattern that is parametrized through the asymmetry parameter g. To make the two computational models comparable, we converted the Mie scattering phase function for rural aerosols to the HG-equivalent using the corresponding asymmetry parameter. Furthermore, the single-scattering albedo ω was determined based on Mie theory and then incorporated into the bulk scattering phase function p(θ ) as follows:
where θ is the scattering angle, τ m is the molecular optical thickness, and τ a is the aerosol optical thickness (both are functions of wavelength). However, even if the same values of g and ω are used, the Mie phase function shows enhanced backscatter, which is not the case for the HG function. Some discrepancies between computed results may also originate from the slightly different aerosol scaleheights. While ILLUMINA uses the value of 2 km, the MSNsR Au model takes a lower value, of about 1.67 km. Moreover, near-horizon radiances obtained by means of the two methods might not conform to each other because of different concepts of horizon masking.
It has to be emphasized that the radiative pattern of each single pixel depends on the locality-specific distribution of light sources and ground albedo. The illumination at 569 nm on La Palma island is quite low owing to very few high-pressure sodium lamps. The island's west sides also have very low population density, which translates to lowered luminous fluxes. As for the albedo, it is highly variable on different parts of islands, but roughly it can be replaced by an averaged value that varies from 0.1 to 0.3 depending on the wavelength used.
The numerical results summarized in Figs 7-10 essentially show that the MSNsR Au algorithm can model the night-sky radiance at zenith quite well. The great advantage of this approach is the computational time, which is below some tens of minutes if the entire set of runs (shown in Figs 7-10) is to be executed on an Intel Pentium with 1.73 GHz. The same computations made by ILLUMINA may take hours or days. ILLUMINA is expected to be accurate under high-turbidity conditions or when the light beams are propagated on very long optical paths.
Near-horizon increase
It is well known that the radiance grows quickly from zenith to horizon from a distant light source. The gradations of zenith-to-horizon radiances are observed for both numerical approaches if evaluated at elevations above 20
• . ILLUMINA show a steeper gradient than MSNsR Au . The comparative study shown in Figs 7-10 proves that both the radiance patterns and the zenith levels are similar for ILLU-MINA and MSNsR Au . The main difference is that the ILLUMINA model predicts a lot more signal near the horizon, independent of azimuth angle. In practice, it means that ILLUMINA suggests an increased radiance also at the side opposite to the light source. This seems to be a combination of two effects. The first one is related to the second scattering order, which contributes to a diffuse light, especially if the light beams are propagated on long optical paths. The second effect is related to enhanced backscatter owing to the Mie pattern. It is well known that ideally spherical particles scatter efficiently in backward directions because of constructive interferences, and such a behavior is not removed even if a poly-dispersed system of aerosol particles is taken into consideration (see for example plate 10.7 in Mishchenko, Travis & Lacis 2002) . Note that an intensive sky glow near the horizon has been also presented by Garstang, who, however, related this effect to a luminosity function that strongly supports emissions to small elevation angles. Unfortunately, Garstang's angular distribution is not very realistic for artificial lighting, and, in the words of Garstang himself (Garstang 1986) , is 'purely arbitrary'. It is a more realistic scenario to use the angular emission profile of real lamps for street lighting, rather than the power law chosen by Garstang as a first guess, as he was considering descents into airports.
In spite of the flattened form of the HG aerosol phase function at large scattering angles, enhanced backscatter in the real atmosphere may still occur under low-turbidity conditions. If AOD is small enough, the normalized molecular phase function can exceed that of the aerosol phase function in the backscatter region. Most measurements confirmed the presence of a backscatter dome, and theoretically it can be interpreted as an effect of the bulk phase function. Because the non-spherical particles scatter only slightly in backward directions, we expect that the radiance peaks at the side opposite to the light source will either disappear, or their importance will be considerably reduced under elevated turbidity conditions.
Sensitivity to aerosol optical depth
One of major parameters that affect the angular distribution of diffuse light is aerosol optical depth. In an optically thin atmosphere, the single scatter dominates in forming the sky radiance. As the AOD increases, the angular variability of the diffuse light field is smoothed, and the amount of ground-reaching luminous energy grows. However, the luminous flux emitted to the upward hemisphere becomes strongly attenuated under elevated turbidity conditions, resulting in a lower luminous energy at the ground. We have simulated the light conditions at both observatories using AOD = 0.1, which is a typical value for places where there are no Saharan pollution events. It is evident from Figs 7-10 that visual images of the light sources are sharply contoured at their limbs. This is an effect of low AOD. If the AOD is doubled, the sky glow above the dominant light source is slightly reduced, probably owing to the increased attenuation of light beams (compare e.g. Figs 7b  and d) . The extended single-scatter model (MSNsR Au ) also suggests the more prolonged form of the scattering phase function. As a consequence, the position of the sky element with the lowest radiance is moved to a farther angular distance from the light source (e.g. Figs 9b and d) . A similar, but more modest, pattern is observed with ILLUMINA (e.g. Figs 9a and 9c) . In general, both models give a slightly lower signal with AOD = 0.2 compared to 0.1, which is consistent with the fact that observatories are not so close to light sources so there is important extinction along the light-path.
Comparison with observations
During the field experiment, we took spectra of the sky. Basically, the main difference between OT and ORM spectra is that in OT spectra Hg-Mh and HPS lines are clearly visible with a good signalto-noise ratio, but in ORM spectra these lines are almost undistinguishable from background radiation. At ORM, the only important artificial spectral line is the 589-nm low-pressure sodium line. In order to compare our modelled data set and the observed data, we integrated the 569-nm line spectral radiance at OT and produced a sky radiance contour plot in that spectral line (Fig. 11) . Half of the spectra used to produce that figure were taken before midnight and the other half after. We expect that it has some effect on the shape of the contour plot shown in Fig. 11 because there is some lightfixture shutdown after midnight. Data at z = 0
• , z = 45
• and z = 70
• were acquired respectively on February 9-10th, April 17-18th and April 11-12th. The first remark about Fig. 11 is that the general shape of the contour plot is consistent with modelled shapes shown Figure 11 . Observed after-midnight sky radiances at OT observatory at 569 nm (HPS). Radiances are plotted as log 10 (W m −2 sr −1 ). Unfortunately, the zenith radiance was overestimated as a result of unfavourable weather conditions and the increased lighting during the Tenerife carnival.
in Figs 8(a) and (b) . The observed contours are smoother, and this is mainly because the sky was sampled with fewer data points (17 points for observations compared with 59 points for models). Radiance measurements at high zenithal angles are very similar to those modelled, but MSNsR Au is slightly darker. This is not surprising, given that the model light inventory has been post-calibrated with four z = 70
• data (half of z = 70
• OT data set), and more specifically the calibration process used the ILLUMINA results. One important difference between observed and modelled results is the higher observed radiances for small zenith angles. Both models predict zenith radiances about 3 times smaller than observations at z = 0. It was reported in the observer log book that the sky transparency was bad during zenith observations. This may indicate the presence of high-altitude thin clouds. For such atmospheric conditions we expect an increased level of artificial sky brightness so that our zenith observations were surely overestimated compared with radiances at other zenith angles. However, this may not be the only reason for such a difference. Zenith observations were made during the Carnival of Santa Cruz de Tenerife, one of the most important carnivals of the world. This event attracts around a million people (almost doubling the island population). During the carnival, there is an evident increase of nocturnal activity and lighting. Pedani (2004) reported the frequent presence of what he called a 'sea of cloud' below the thermal inversion layer that could explain part of that increase if we assume, for example, that it was the case for the night corresponding to the calibration data. Finally, the Canary Islands are sometimes covered by Saharan dust clouds, which significantly increase the attenuation of light coming from the cities, reducing light-pollution levels at the observatory. This was also the case during the acquisition of calibration data. Accordingly, we should say that the data are highly variable with respect to local atmospheric conditions, but unfortunately we do not have the relevant night-time atmospheric observations to enable us to make reliable corrections to the measurements.
Modelled contribution and sensitivity maps
In order to provide the astronomical community with a powerful diagnostic tool to infer the geographical origin of the radiance at a given wavelength, at a given viewing angle from a given observing site, we computed two maps as standard output of the ILLUMINA model. The first one gives the contribution (in per cent) of each squared kilometre sea-level footprint of the domain to the sky radiance (hereafter called the radiance contribution map, RCM), while the second one gives the contribution (in per cent) of each squared kilometre sea-level footprint of the domain to the sky radiance per lumen installed (hereafter called the radiance per lumen sensitivity map, RSM). The RCM allows the identification of the origin of the radiance, while the RSM gives a map of the most critical zones in terms of possible increases or decreases of radiance with any change in the light-fixture inventory. We choose here to show the 569-nm maps, which are representative of the HPS contribution and sensitivity. Maps for other wavelengths, viewing angles, and aerosol optical depths can be found online at http://www.cegepsherbrooke.qc.ca/∼graphycs/aubema/recherches/ data/IAC-2010/.
Radiance contribution maps
Figs 12 and 13 show the RCM for zenith viewing angle and for both observatories. It is interesting to note that, for both observatories, the contribution of Gran Canaria can be neglected even though this island has an important lighting infrastructure. For ORM, we can explain this by the fact that Gran Canaria is distant (∼235 km) and also by the fact that it is masked by Tenerife. For the case of OT, this is simply because Tenerife has many lighting devices, so they have a larger relative impact given their proximity compared to Gran Canaria. It is also because RCMs are made for zenith light, and presumably Gran Canaria would be more important for an eastern direction along the horizon. About 96 per cent of ORM HPS 569-nm zenith radiance is produced by the lights of La Palma island. The site contributing most to ORM HPS 569-nm zenith radiance is located at Los Llanos de Aridane (Fig. 12 ). This site is responsible for ∼45 per cent of the HPS 569-nm zenith radiance. The Santa Cruz de La Palma surroundings contribute ∼18 per cent. Another significant source is a disperse group of sources around the small village of Puntagorda (∼14 per cent). The overall contribution of Tenerife island is ∼3 per cent, coming mainly from the eastern part of Tenerife (the part of the island that cannot be seen from La Palma). This latter result shows the efficiency of the Canary sky law, which restricts bad lighting on the western part of Tenerife. For the case of OT (Fig. 13) , Tenerife produces ∼98 per cent of the zenith radiance at 569 nm. Güímar and Arafo are two important sources (∼21 per cent together), but they contribute slightly less than the combination of La Orotava and Puerto de la Cruz (∼25 per cent). The next source in relative importance is Fasnia, with a contribution of ∼11 per cent, and finally Arico, with ∼6 per cent. Even if most of the light and population are located in Santa Cruz de Tenerife, the real contribution of that city to OT zenith radiance remains very small: we determined that the combined contribution of Santa Cruz and La Laguna is less than 3 per cent. The two reasons explaining such a small contribution is that these cities are farther away and are masked by the topography.
Radiance sensitivity maps
It is important to note that in our computations no RSM values are computed for regions with no lamp luminosity in the lamp inventory extracted from the OLS radiance map. This means that we cannot estimate the sensitivity for the case of the installation of a lamp fixture in a 1 × 1 km 2 zone where no lamp was installed before. On the RSM maps shown in Figs 14 and 15, we can identify the most sensitive places to any change in the lighting installations in terms of their impact on the zenith radiance. ORM zenith radiance (Fig. 14) has its most sensitive spots located along a circle with a radius of ∼8 km centred 2 km southeast of the Roque de los Muchachos look-out. This circle-shaped distribution is an artefact originating from the low-luminosity surroundings of the Caldera de Taburiente. So, basically this means that other sensitive zones exist inside the caldera, but fortunately this is a national park and so we do not expect any intrusive light installation there. Most of the highest-sensitivity sites are located on the southwestern half of that circle. The most sensitive sites are, in order of decreasing importance, (1) a place between Los Barros and Amagar; (2) between El Pueblo and Bellido; (3) 3 km north of El Paso; (4) 1.5 km east of Puntagorda; and (5) 1.5 km ESE of San Antonio. OT zenith sky radiance sensitivity (Fig. 15 ) is more complex, as it is distributed along two croissant shapes of ∼5 to 6 km radius from OT. The most important one is located NNW of OT, but there is a more modest one towards the south. Again this shape is an artefact of the absence of lamp luminosity in the centre of the island. The northern croissant is about 4 to 5 km south of La Orotava. Basically, it corresponds to countryside uphill of La Orotava. This contrasts with the distribution of the corresponding contribution maps (Fig. 13) , where of course the urbanized zones gain in importance because of their more important lighting infrastructure. It is also very interesting to note that some spots in the southern part of La Palma are important in terms of sensitivity (e.g. Fig. 14) , even if they are quite far from ORM. These spots show a very low contribution in Fig. 12 . In fact, the sensitivity map is independent of the installed luminosity and relies only on distance from the observing site, topography, ground albedo and atmospheric optics.
C O N C L U S I O N S
At present several tools exist to model the light pollution and distribution of scattered light during nighttime. Depending on accuracy requirements, various approximations are considered in various models. Many models also differ in the size of input data, and thus are not sensitive to some physical parameters. In this paper we compared two techniques, namely MSNsR Au and ILLUMINA. The first one follows the concept of single scattering, thus being computationally efficient and sufficiently accurate under low aerosol optical depth conditions. MSNsR Au is suited for modelling experiments involving a large number of grid point (large geographical domain with high spacial resolution). For modelling purposes it is usually necessary to run the entire set of calculations repeatedly. MSNsR Au is well suited to perform the numerical experiments on the optical effects related to different lamp spectra or different lamp distributions. Note that the modelling of night-sky radiances after hypothetical changes in ground-based light sources is a very useful tool in designing the optimum parameters of public lighting in a given region/locality. The second approach, ILLUMINA, is expected to show a good accuracy under low-and/or elevated-turbidity conditions, but it is time-consuming because of second-order scattering computations. We are currently working on the implementation of a variable grid resolution for ILLUMINA in which lower resolution will be associated with farther sites. Then we can expect that ILLUMINA will gain in computing efficiency and thus will be more suited for larger-domain computations. It is evident that the two models are complementary in their range of applicability. Furthermore, they handle almost the same input data, but in slightly different ways. Particular numerical tests were made for the region of Tenerife and La Palma islands, for which a detailed inventory of ground-based light sources was available. The comparative study shows that the simulated radiance patterns and also zenith levels are almost the same for ILLUMINA and MSNsR Au at least up to z = 70
• . In situ radiance measurements at z = 70
• were used to calibrate the light-fixture inventory for both models but not the models themselves, so we should say that model outputs are consistent at that zenith angle. Nevertheless, the MSNsR Au suggests lower intensities at high zenith angles. This is because single-scatter and Henyey-Greenstein approximations are employed. The enhanced backscatter in the ILLUMINA model is related to Mie theory for spherical particles. Unfortunately, radiance measurements have not been made for zenith angles greater than 70
• , so we cannot determine which model shows the best performances near the horizon.
We can conclude that both tools are well suited to modelling sky radiances under cloudless conditions. Although these tools differ in their approaches, the results coincide satisfactorily. Any differences arise from well-understood physical reasons discussed in the paper. Thus a choice of an appropriate model depends mainly on AOD and CPU requirements.
